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Introduction

I

t didn’t take long for the optimism of a new decade to wear off. By the end of Q1 2020,
companies everywhere were reeling as they reckoned with the effects of the COVID-19
pandemic. Sadly, the impact of the virus was too much for many firms, leaving millions
of workers unemployed and driving thousands of businesses to close their doors. Those
companies that stayed afloat had to act quickly in order to enable their remote workforce
and maintain operations.
Heading into 2021, there is little precedent for projecting the future. The economy is
showing some signs of stability, but there are lingering fears over continued challenges or
further surprises. Add in uncertainty around the U.S. political landscape, and there are more
questions than answers.
Through all the confusion, though, there are still some basic concepts that will shape the
year to come. Digital operations are more important than ever, with many transformative
changes accelerating over the past year. Fair treatment for all is an absolute mandate,
making diversity, equity and inclusion a top priority. The influence of technology is massive,
forcing new approaches to regulatory behavior.
As the industry emerges from a chaotic year, it will begin a rebuilding phase, but this
rebuilding goes beyond restoration. There is little opportunity to return to the old way
of doing things. Thanks to changes that no one would have wished for and fueled by the
requirements of a digital society, the technology industry will doubtless take a new shape in
the coming year. This isn’t rebuilding to reclaim the past; this is rebuilding for the future.
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About CompTIA
The Computing Technology Industry Association (CompTIA) is a leading voice and
advocate for the $5 trillion global information technology ecosystem and more than 50
million industry and tech professionals who design, implement, manage and safeguard the
technology that powers the world’s economy. Through education, training, certifications,
philanthropy, and market research, CompTIA is the hub for advancing the tech industry and
its workforce.

About this Report
CompTIA’s IT Industry Outlook 2021 provides insight into the trends shaping the industry,
its workforce and its business models. Because trends do not occur in a vacuum, the report
provides context through market sizing, workforce dynamics, and other references to
supporting data. The interrelated nature of technology – where elements of infrastructure,
software, data and services come together—means trends tend to unfold in a step-like
manner. A breakthrough may lead to a notable advance, which may then be followed by what
could be perceived as lateral movement as the other inputs catch-up. Some of the trends
highlighted in this report focus on an early stage facet of a trend, while others recognize a
trend moving beyond buzzword to reach a certain stage of market-ready maturity. As such,
the timing of trend impact may vary from reader to reader depending on company type, job
role or country. Lastly, this report is not meant to cover every trend in the industry. Other
trends are covered in additional CompTIA research. Visit www.CompTIA.org for past versions
of the IT Industry Outlook and an extensive library of research and educational content.

Copyright (c) 2020 CompTIA Properties, LLC.
All Rights Reserved. CompTIA.org
CompTIA is responsible for all content and
analysis. Any questions regarding the report should
be directed to CompTIA Research and Market
Intelligence staff at research@comptia.org.
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There Is No Normal

1
T

hroughout the pandemic, there has been
a hunger for normalcy. Whether it is a
desire to return to normal or an attempt to
define the new normal, people have been
searching for some semblance of stability. At some
point—possibly during 2021—there will be fewer
hoops to jump through directly related to COVID-19.
For businesses thinking about the long term, though,
the concept of an established pattern will be more
elusive. Instead of setting hard rules for how the
business will operate, organizations must now juggle
a multitude of options, from employee locations to
supply chain components to customer demands. In

some ways, companies can wipe the slate clean and
consider how they want to structure things now that
there are new options available. On the other hand,
too much reliance on structure can quickly become
a liability if the landscape changes again. Overall,
business should be focused on two key qualities. First
is flexibility, building an architecture and a workflow
that can adapt to any number of changes in the
future. Second is resilience, being able to withstand
disruptions from any angle. These two qualities are
not new by any means, but they have become more
important than ever for digital organizations.
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Cloud Is King

2
C

loud computing has slowly been fading
from CompTIA’s annual trend list. It was
mentioned in 2019 as part of a group with
5G and edge computing that would define
modern IT architecture, then it was absent from the
list completely in 2020. For 2021, cloud is back and
no longer needs to share the spotlight with other
trends. There has been no question over the past
few years that cloud systems are a key ingredient
to any IT strategy. What has been less clear is the
degree of cloud adoption across companies of
different sizes and different verticals. With flexibility
and resilience as the guiding principles for future
success, organizations will adopt a cloud-first
mentality when it comes to building or upgrading IT
infrastructure. Cloud-first is not the same as cloud-

exclusive; very few companies will choose to place
100% of their applications and systems in the cloud.
Instead, cloud operations should be the starting
assumption, with firms leveraging cloud components
(and cloud benefits) wherever possible and then
opting into managed solutions or on-prem systems
as needed. Although there has been little debate
over cloud’s importance for the past several years,
this shift still changes the nature of the conversation.
Rather than making migration decisions for each IT
system, companies will modify or choose systems
to fit with a cloud strategy. Security assessments,
integration requirements and provider comparisons
will be par for the course rather than viewed as
clunky overhead, and cloud will be the foundation for
rebuilding efforts.
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Channel Firms Respond to
Customer Changes

3
F

or the many small businesses that make up
the channel, the struggle to stay afloat in
2020 was reminiscent of the last economic
calamity—the great recession of 2008.
Back then, many firms did not survive, while others
were forced to downsize significantly. Others made
it through by a combination of resourcefulness,
adequate cash reserves and innovation. Many
small channel firms are facing these same tough
times now, despite some stopgap measures by the
federal government. A major part of the problem
is that most channel companies serve SMB-sized
customers, who themselves are floundering under
the restrictions mandated by the pandemic. Some
of those customers are going out of business;
others are putting the brakes on spending. Thus, the
need for flexibility by channel firms has never been

greater. From a business model perspective, a new
focus around business consulting skills is one way to
maintain value to customers. Helping them prioritize
initiatives during a down time and showing them
how to use a cloud foundation to automate their
organizations, cut costs and increase efficiencies will
be key in 2021 and beyond. Ironically, the pandemic
has opened some opportunities in the area of remote
work support, particularly for MSPs. As businesses
across the economy need to support a new army
of workers from a home environment, demand has
grown for device sales such as laptops and other
networking infrastructure, as well as all-important
security services. Channel firms in the coming
year will need to assess their own offerings and
capabilities in direct relation to customer needs in
this new, uncertain environment.
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Channel Dynamics
Become More Balanced

4
T

wenty years ago, the technology industry
was dominated by a handful of key
infrastructure players such as IBM, HewlettPackard and Cisco, along with Microsoft
on the software side of the house. They ruled the
roost, including that of their channel partners. At the
time, the supply chain was quite linear: vendor to
distributor to partner to customer. Most resellers also
tethered their worth and brand to the vendors whose
products they sold. It was their calling card in every
sales pitch. Business cards (remember them?) were
emblazoned with logos touting Gold or Platinum
Certified status with a certain vendor, while partner
websites touted expertise in said vendor’s products
over almost all else. Times have now changed and
the main shift is in the supply chain relationship
dynamic. The power equation has morphed – and will
continue to in the future – from one in which vendors
once held all the cards to one in which partners
have more leverage. It’s not adversarial, but rather
more balanced. For decades, partners have served

as extended sales forces for vendors and as such
were beholden to sets of incentive goals and other
requirements in order to move up the ranks of a
tiered partner program system of benefits. Today, the
balance is much more even and the partner journey
more nuanced. Much of this is due to the emergence
and staying power of cloud computing and the asa-service nature of how channel firms do business
today. Customers rely more on their providers of
technology, aka channel partners, because with
cloud, much of the actual vendor technology is
abstracted from their view. For partners, that means
their calling card is no longer the vendors they
sell or work with, but rather their own branding,
marketing and value. As a result, in 2021, there will
be much more emphasis by vendors on providing
an optimal partner experience via ease of doing
business, communications, incentives and support,
and other new demands that channel firms place on
the relationship.
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Emerging Technologies Find
Their Place Inside Business
Solutions

5
T

he move away from a linear distribution
chain is not the only seismic shift taking
place in the industry. The entire approach
to enterprise IT is changing. For one,
businesses are placing much more emphasis on
strategic IT as opposed to the tactical mindset of
previous decades. This means that technology is
a driver for business objectives rather than simply
playing a supporting role. The other big change is the
nature of technology in the marketplace, especially
emerging technology. With cloud and mobile options
well established, the basic platform for tech activity
has stabilized. The use of technology can now
happen anywhere at any time, and more energy is
being directed into the solutions that go on top of
that platform. Broadly speaking, technologies like
internet of things (IoT) or artificial intelligence (AI)

are not standalone pieces like the offerings of the
past. Instead, they are elements of a larger solution,
often bringing new capabilities that enhance overall
functionality and value. The adoption of emerging
technology has not been as rapid as people expected,
but that is mainly because of changes in the way
adoption works. For example, most businesses
will not have an IoT strategy; they will implement
IoT components in their strategy for inventory
management or property operations. Moving
forward, the question around emerging technology
is not, “How do you sell this technology?” or, “How
do you stand up this technology?” but, “How do you
use this technology to craft a unique solution?” As
with all strategic IT, answering this question requires
both an understanding of the technology and an
understanding of business operations.
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Zero Trust Shapes
Cybersecurity Initiatives

6
T

he complexity of new IT solutions creates a
world of new opportunities. Unfortunately,
it also creates a nasty problem for
cybersecurity. The old secure perimeter
mindset has been rapidly eroding as companies
place more infrastructure in the cloud and allow
more access from remote locations. However,
activity moving outside the firewall is not the only
problem with the secure perimeter. The volume
of threats and the constantly changing tactics of
cyber criminals has shown that companies can’t
even trust what’s happening inside the perimeter.
Various techniques have been employed to combat
the new threat landscape, but the overall approach
has felt like a growing list of best practices. Zero
trust is emerging as the new paradigm that guides
all the new practices. Instead of trusting any network

behavior or user access that appears to come from
a secure location, everything must be verified. That
leads to up-front risk analysis to determine which
pieces need the highest levels of security. The next
step is recognizing that data and applications need
to be secured individually, and user access needs
to be defined at a granular level. Finally, the entire
operation must be monitored continuously, using
data analysis techniques and machine learning
algorithms to check for anomalies and report on
overall health. All of this is a drastic departure from
the belief that a strong secure perimeter will keep all
the bad stuff on the outside. As companies become
more comfortable with a zero trust framework, they
will also gain an appreciation for the new investments
they have to make, the new processes they have to
build, and the new skills they need to acquire.
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Managed Service Providers
Build Deeper Cybersecurity
Expertise

7
A

zero trust mentality is something that
many managed services providers are
beginning to understand in earnest.
In fact, in the last year, MSPs themselves,
based on their position as a management hub
for hundreds or thousands of end customer
environments, have become a target for hackers
seeking access to those customers’ networks and
data. MSPs have had to double down on protection.
In a CompTIA study last year of MSPs, more than
half of respondents said that having cybersecurity
skills in their arsenal was the No. 1 factor necessary
to sustaining a healthy and successful MSP market
over the next two years. And while this was a prepandemic finding, the emphasis on cybersecurity
skills – and customer demand for them – has only
grown. One of the more notable trends among MSPs
in the last few years has been the shift to redefining
their businesses almost exclusively around security,
creating the category known as managed security

services providers (MSSPs). In 2021, that category
will strengthen. MSSPs apply security-specific
expertise across all customer systems, infrastructure,
applications and data. Their portfolio spans a much
more plentiful number of security services than
the average MSP, including things like penetration
testing, SIEM, ransomware protection, compliance
audits and governance consulting. And most run a
secure operations center (SOC) either internally or
via a third party for added rigor and authenticity.
Nearly 3 in 10 MSSPs said they expect significant
growth in the next two years, with just over half
predicting modest growth. That said, cybersecurity,
especially during this wave of remote working, is a
discipline that is table stakes for all kinds of channel
partners. It’s not a nice to have, but a need to have.
Not having security expertise is a dealbreaker for
many customers considering whom to work with as
a technology provider.
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Tech Industry Prepares
for Regulation

8
W

hether it’s the debate over breaking
up the largest tech companies,
establishing clear legal ramifications
and penalties for the exposure of
sensitive user data, or figuring out how to thwart
foreign countries from using social media to meddle
in elections, the topic of regulation is front and
center. Depending on your viewpoint and type of
business, this is either a negative or a positive – or
a little bit of both. What’s interesting as we move
into 2021 is that regulation is not only about the
Googles, Amazons, etc. of the industry, but a force
with impact that reaches downstream to smaller
firms in the channel. Consider the Louisiana Act 117
– Senate Bill 273, a recently signed law that requires
all managed service providers (MSPs) that work
for public bodies to register with Louisiana state
authorities. These MSPs must report cyberattacks to

the authorities, according to this law. As discussed
above in the trend on MSPs and cybersecurity, the
incidence of such attacks is on the rise. There are
other aspects to this state law, but the point is that
its passage signifies that the government is taking a
closer look at all types of tech companies in an effort
to rein in abuse and potential harm to the public –
and assign accountability. What does this mean for
tech businesses heading into 2021? They need to get
informed. They must be up to date not just on federal
mandates, but also state and local regulations that
might be more than obscure. Knowledge is power,
but only useful if staff are educated about what they
need to know to remain in compliance. Continual
training and formal compliance practices across all
pillars of a company will help address what may be
an uncomfortable truth: Regulation is not avoidable
in the tech industry anymore.
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Business Conversations
Drive Business Skills for
Tech Pros

9
M

ore often than not, when pundits
or industry leaders talk about “skill
gaps” in the technology workforce,
they are referring to literal tech-focused
inadequacies – i.e. no staffers up to speed on
emerging technologies, advanced security or various
types of software development. These are valid,
core needs for companies and critical for the people
they employ in these roles. In today’s environment,
though, other skills are becoming essential to even
the techiest of the tech staff inside organizations.
Some use the nomenclature “soft skills” to refer
to these characteristics, but increasingly they are
also referred to as “professional skills” or the like.
Basically, it’s about the ability to communicate,
lead, make a case, write well and organize a team.
For folks in IT pro jobs, this has not always been a

priority, nor a forte. But today it is a differentiator –
and in many cases, now a requirement. While the IT
department used to be a secluded support center
within an organization, dealing with daily device
troubleshooting etc., now it’s strategic. The move
toward digitization and the cloud has brought the
role of IT front and center. The fact that IT pros are
interacting much more with all lines of business,
whether that’s marketing, human resources or
the front office, has only accentuated the need
for professional skills. To assemble this kind of IT
workforce, many companies will have to provide
retraining for their IT pros in the year ahead. They
also will need to look outside for new hires that
possess these crucial capabilities just as well as they
can fix a down server.
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Companies Set Public Goals
for Diversity

10
A

fter years of talk about the need to
improve diversity within the high-tech
workforce, the situation has not changed
substantially. In fact, things may be going
in reverse—data from the Bureau of Labor shows
that the percentage of computing occupations held
by women has been steadily declining from a high
of 36% in 1991 to 26% today. There is no shortage
of programs focused on creating more balance for
underrepresented groups, and there is no shortage of
analysis on the root causes of the problem. However,
since these noble endeavors are not producing the
intended result, it’s time to consider something
new. In short, it’s time to move from awareness to
accountability. As organizations emphasize social
responsibility, the metrics and deliverables need
to be public and certifiable. This goes beyond the

near-term bottom line. Many companies have made
statements about becoming carbon-neutral by
some point in the future; those efforts are costly in
the present but deliver value in the future. Diversity
metrics are no different. There will be a cost
involved, whether that is direct cost in revamping
hiring and retention or indirect cost in challenging
biases unconscious or conscious. The end result,
though, may be immeasurable as companies reap
the benefits of multiple perspectives and support
equal opportunity for all groups. As much as 2020
taught companies about flexibility and resilience in
the face of business disruption, it has also drawn a
spotlight to fair treatment, and the most forwardthinking companies will publicly demonstrate their
commitment to this ideal.
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Industry Overview

I

n 2020, the global information technology industry took a small step back in terms of
overall revenue. As of August 2020, the research consultancy IDC was projecting global
revenue of $4.8 trillion for the year, compared to their original estimate of $5.2 trillion.
While the tech sector fared better than many other industries during the pandemic, it was
not immune to cutbacks in spending patterns and deferment of major investments.
Moving forward, IDC projects that the technology industry is on pace to reach $5 trillion in
2021. If this number holds, it would represent 4.2% growth, signaling a return to the trend
line that the industry was on prior to the pandemic. Looking even further into the future, IDC
expects the pattern to continue, estimating a 5% compound annual growth rate (CAGR) for
the industry through 2024.
The United States is the largest tech market in the world, representing 33% of the total, or
approximately $1.6 trillion for 2021. In the U.S., as well as in many other countries, the tech
sector accounts for a significant portion of economic activity. CompTIA’s Cyberstates report
reveals that the economic impact of the U.S. tech sector, measured as a percentage of gross
domestic product, exceeds that of most other industries, including notable sectors such as
retail, construction and transportation.
Despite the size of the U.S. market, the majority of technology spending (67%) occurs beyond
its borders. Spending is often correlated with factors such as population, GDP and market
maturity. Among global regions, western Europe remains a significant contributor, accounting
for approximately one of every five technology dollars spent worldwide. However, as far as
individual countries go, China has clearly established itself as a major player in the global tech
market. China has followed a pattern that can also be seen in developing regions, where there
is a twofold effect of closing the gap in categories such as IT infrastructure, software and
services, along with staking out leadership positions in emerging areas such as 5G and robotics.
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The bulk of technology spending stems from purchases made by corporate or government
entities. A smaller portion comes from household spending, including home-based
businesses. With the blurring of work and personal life, especially in the small business space,
it can be difficult to precisely classify certain types of technology purchases as being solely
business or solely consumer.
There are a number of taxonomies for depicting the information technology space. Using
the conventional approach, the industry market can be categorized into five top level
buckets. The traditional categories of hardware, software and services account for 56% of
the global total. The other core category, telecom services, accounts for 26%. The remaining
19% covers various emerging technologies that either don’t fit into one of the traditional
buckets or span multiple categories, which is the case for many emerging as-a-service
solutions that include elements of hardware, software and service, such as IoT, drones and
many automating technologies.

Key Categories of the Information Technology Industry

Key Categories of the Technology Industry
12%

Software

23%

Global
market

Devices +
infrastructure

21%

19%
26%

20%

IT + business
services

18%

services

13%
21%

Devices +
infrastructure

29% IT + business

U.S.
market

Emerging tech

Telecom services

Software

Emerging tech

Telecom services

Source: IDC

The allocation of spending will vary from country to country based on a number of factors.
In the mature U.S. market, for example, there is robust infrastructure and platforms, a large
installed base of users equipped with connected devices, and available bandwidth for these
devices to communicate. This paves the way for investments in the software and services
that sit on top of this foundation.
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Tech services and software account for nearly half of spending in the U.S. technology
market, significantly higher than the rate in many other global regions. Countries that are
not quite as far along in these areas tend to allocate more spending to traditional hardware
and telecom services. Building out infrastructure and developing a broad-based digital
workforce does not happen overnight. Scenarios do exist, however, whereby those without
legacy infrastructure – and the friction that often comes with transitioning from old to new –
may find an easier path to jump directly to the latest generation of technologies.
Although IDC is predicting a return to solid growth, the environment is more uncertain
than any in recent memory. Several factors could swing actual spending in either direction.
On the upside, technology firms are planning to capitalize on the ongoing digitalization
of business, whether that is expanding engagements with their current customer base or
reaching into new segments. Additionally, technology firms are applying lessons learned
from a challenging year and placing the spotlight on their internal operations, including sales
and marketing efforts.
For the most part, negative sentiment is driven by uncertainty. Top of mind are any continued
business struggles as the COVID epidemic drags on. Beyond that, the specter of some
unexpected event feels more real after the events of last year. Ultimately, customers may
postpone purchases or IT projects even further as they deal with uncertainty in their own
space. Typical hurdles such as the availability of skills are still in the picture, but for most
companies, the plans for 2021 are defined more by the unknown than quantifiable challenges.
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2021 Growth

Factors driving negative growth Factors driving positive growth
Continued COVID-19 effects

77%

Unexpected shock

67%
65%

Customers postponing purchases
Shrinking margins/profitability

25%

Trade turmoil/tariffs

22%

Pick-up in existing customer business

59%

Successfully reaching new customer segments

47%

Improving internal operations

45%

Selling new business lines/products

44%

Improving sales/marketing

43%

Labor costs/skill availability Return to normal commerce patterns

17%

Disruption/competition from new firms

16%

37%

Positive government action

30%
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The enormity of the industry is a function of many of the trends discussed in this report.
Economies, jobs, and personal lives are becoming more digital, more connected and more
automated—a trend that is only accelerating after recent events. The platform for computing
has become much more stable, with access to technology no longer limited by location or
constrained to certain activities. As a result, more energy is pouring into creative solutions,
further expanding the opportunities for both IT professionals and IT channel firms.

The Truth Behind the Buzzwords

These terms will feature in headlines throughout 2021, but the practical applications may
be different from the hype.

5G: Featured everywhere
from telecom carrier
commercials to the new
iPhone launch, this next
generation of cellular
networking will definitely
add new platform
potential, but disruptive
applications still need to
be built.

Remote workforce:
Every company had
to embrace a remote
workforce quickly, but it’s
less clear how companies
will handle the remote
option when it’s not
forced.

Extended Reality
(XR): This umbrella
concept, including both
virtual reality (VR) and
augmented reality (AR),
may advance beyond
niche applications as the
technology continues
to improve and user
behavior adapts.

Robotic Process
Automation (RPA):
Thanks to a high
degree of integration
between individual
systems and the use of
new techniques such
as machine learning
and natural language
processing, RPA is a
key ingredient for many
automation efforts.

No code/low code:
As software usage
expands more and more,
there are opportunities
to use these simpler
approaches that are less
feature-rich but also
require less technical
skill, allowing rapid
development by a wide
range of users.

Ambient computing:
Sensors, wearables
and natural language
processing are some
of the main ingredients
in building systems
that are integrated into
everyday life and bring
digital enhancements to
common tasks.

Social engineering:
With humans as the weak
link in the cybersecurity
chain, cyber criminals are
constructing attacks that
leverage personal data
to appear legitimate,
leading to identity
theft or additional data
harvesting.

Sustainability: Taking
the concepts of Green
IT to a new level, tech
companies are placing a
high priority on ensuring
that their products and
their operations have
minimal impact on the
environment.
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IT Professionals Play
a Pivotal Role in
Rebuilding Efforts

F

or everything that changed in 2020, one thing that stayed the same was the
importance of technology to business success. In fact, that importance grew as
organizations had to quickly restructure their operations in order to support a remote
workforce and improve flexibility and resiliency. Heading into 2021, there is no welldefined blueprint for the ongoing rebuilding effort, but it is certain that technology will
continue to play a pivotal role.
It is no surprise, then, that IT professionals overwhelmingly have a positive outlook for their job
prospects. Nearly 80% of IT pros feel good about their role as a technologist, with 20% having
mixed feelings and a very small minority feeling concerned. This represents a slight drop in
sentiment from last year, with most of the shift going from the optimistic end of the scale into
mixed feelings. Obviously, the current environment plays a major role—the leading case for
pessimism is uncertainty around job security following the COVID pandemic.
There are many more reasons for optimism, though. As with last year, IT pros see a bright
outlook thanks to the high demand for skills, driven by the increasing importance of
technology to business strategy. This dynamic has been in play for the past several years,
as companies have moved away from a traditional mindset around tactical IT. In some
ways, tactical IT will have a resurgence in 2021 as companies continue responding to needs
highlighted during the pandemic. However, the long-term trends toward strategic thinking and
digital transformation will be the primary forces impacting the technology function.

Most
About
MostU.S.
U.SIT. IPros
T PrFeel
os FOptimistic
eel Optim
istic Role
About Role
75%

Demand for skills leading to career options

70%

Importance of tech to business objectives

64%

Reliance on technology following pandemic

58%

Diverse skills available for exploration

42%

Perception that tech helps society
Strong network of technology professionals

34%
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With both tactical and strategic needs in 2021, the big question for many IT teams is
budget. The technology budget was already in flux, as the tactical cost center approach
evolved into a strategic investment approach and technology spending was spread
throughout an organization rather than being concentrated with the IT function. The
pandemic created a budgetary shock wave, as companies had to instantly change plans.
Some of the immediate responses created further challenges; while 84% of companies put
significant effort into enabling their remote workforce, only 41% of companies placed more
focus on cybersecurity. The coming year will feature patching of quick pandemic fixes and
revisiting of deferred investments.
The budget tale for 2021 has two sides. On one hand, IT pros already felt like budgets were
being strained, and that situation doesn’t seem to be improving. On the other hand, the
silver lining is that most budgets aren’t getting cut, even in the face of austerity measures
born out of crisis. Another stressor for IT pros as they consider the outlook for their role is
the expectation of delivering larger results with a flat or shrinking budget, and the coming
year will demand more innovation in building tech solutions to meet business goals.

IT Pros See Strain in Technology
Budget Strain Not Likely To
IT Pros See Strain in Technology
Budge
Budgets
Improve
ints
2021

Budget Strain Not Likely To Imp
59%

40%

25%
19%
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14%

3%
Much too
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too low

About
right

Too high

16%

8%
Don't
know

2%

Much lower Somewhat About the Somewhat
Much
than 2020 lower than same as higher than higher than
2020
2020
2020
2020

In the unlikely event that new dollars suddenly appear, there are two clear areas where IT
pros see the need for additional investment. At first glance, hiring new staff would seem to
be a straightforward way to solve the problem of doing more with less. The reality is more
nuanced—the technology landscape has become incredibly complex, and new staff are more
often needed to fill specialized roles rather than simply provide additional help.
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The second main area of investment is in innovative, cutting-edge technology. The subtlety
here is that the technology itself is not necessarily the objective. After years of emerging
tech being in the spotlight, the pattern for adoption has become more clear. Individual
technologies such as IoT or AI are not purchased and implemented directly. Instead,
these trends factor into broader strategies that benefit a company’s operation, such as
automation or product development.

Main Budget Needs are Staff and Innovation

Main Budget Needs are Staff and Innovation
29%

Hiring more tech staff

28%

Investing in more innovation

21%

Upgrades to collaboration tools

17%

Upgrades to endpoint devices

Upgrades to websites/e-commerce

5%

Looking deeper at skills, the IT workforce keeps evolving from a heavy focus on
infrastructure and generalists into a diverse world of specialists spread across four
fundamental disciplines. CompTIA’s IT framework defines infrastructure, software
development, cybersecurity and data as the pillars supporting IT operations. Looking at
each area individually highlights the layers of complexity that companies are dealing with as
they try to build the best skills within their workforce.
Starting with infrastructure, most companies look to be getting back to basics in the year
ahead. This has been true in the past as well, but this year the demands around fundamental
pieces are even more pronounced given the focus on resilient systems. As companies place
more of their IT architecture in the cloud and consider new options for their workforce,
networking performance becomes more critical. Other backend components such as server
administration and storage are also part of a broader modernization of the IT building
blocks. Nearly half of all companies are placing focus on first-line support, proving that the
help desk has still not become a commodity in an age of outsourcing and end user tech
savvy. Although the emerging area of IoT was not a major priority last year, it still takes a
small step back as companies concentrate more on core operations and less on advanced
techniques.
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Critical Areas Within Infrastructure

Critical Areas Within Infrastructure
73%

Networking

59%

Cloud computing

55%

Server administration

44%

Help desk/first-line support

45%

Storage

36%

Mobile device management

20%

Internet of things
Linux

13%

There is no change in the top two focus areas for software development. Whether dealing
with internal stakeholders or external customers, companies continue to emphasize user
experience. The app approach that became widespread with the explosion of mobile devices
redefined expectations around software usability, and many companies are still climbing
the learning curve. The need for quality assurance is tied to the speed of development
cycles, as organizations are trying to accelerate their processes without disrupting
workflow. This acceleration leads to an overall focus on DevOps, which sees a significant
increase in attention over last year. Although infrastructure projects may command
more time and energy in 2021, the general direction will be toward more investment in
software development for customization and automation. As companies build out their
software capabilities, they will drive more interaction between software development and
infrastructure operations. The lack of focus on AI and mobile development is less due to a
shift away from long-term projects and more due to the fact that many companies do not
need these specializations as core competencies.

Critical Areas Within Software Development

Critical Areas Within Software Development
62%

User experience

60%

Quality assurance

42%

DevOps

Mobile development

AI/machine learning

26%

25%
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Cybersecurity is possibly the most complex of the four pillars, covering expanded defenses
that companies must build, innovative approaches to proactively test those defenses, and
internal processes that create secure operations. It is somewhat surprising to see such a high
focus placed on compliance for the coming year. While the technology industry is heading
toward more regulation, many companies have been somewhat slow to fully embrace
compliance processes. Workforce education also moved up in the list, but that is more
understandable. New concerns that stem from a remote workforce have been a primary
trigger for both security awareness education and security investments. Risk analysis,
cybersecurity analytics, and penetration testing are all areas that need improvement as
companies adopt a zero trust mindset. Cybersecurity metrics rank lowest for the coming
year, which signals the ongoing challenge in bridging the gap between cybersecurity best
practices and business health.

Critical Areas Within Cybersecurity

Critical Areas Within Cybersecurity
68%

Compliance

66%

Workforce education

64%

Risk analysis

55%

Cybersecurity analytics

48%

Privacy

47%

Penetration testing
Cybersecurity metrics

37%

Finally, the field of data is not set up to be a dedicated function as often as cybersecurity,
but it is still a field where businesses are trying to establish comprehensive policies and
management. Database administration is still the top focus area heading into 2021, as many
companies continue to move away from spreadsheets and other simplistic forms of data
management. The emphasis on data management and policies shows that businesses are
beginning to take a more comprehensive approach to their data, which in turn will drive
more specialization. While data visualization and predictive analytics have relatively strong
demand, those areas are still difficult to tackle without a holistic data management strategy.
As far as cutting-edge technologies, distributed ledgers such as blockchain have tremendous
potential, but there are still hurdles in implementation and the technology will most likely
remain a degree separated from most end users.
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Critical Areas Within Data

Critical Areas Within Data
61%

Database administration

56%

Data management/policies

45%

Data visualization

39%

Predictive analytics

Blockchain/distributed ledger

13%

Adding to the challenge of filling a broad range of skills, companies are generally looking for
candidates with deeper expertise. Across all four IT pillars, hiring companies are primarily
targeting either early career (3-5 years of experience) or mid-level (6-10 years of experience).
The one standout is infrastructure, where firms also have high interest in entry-level positions.
The focus on a higher level of experience may make sense in the areas of infrastructure
and software development, where businesses have likely built a hierarchy of skills over
time. For cybersecurity and data, the situation is more complicated. These areas, which
have traditionally been subsets of infrastructure and development, have relied on those
foundational pillars to provide the entry level skills. Now that they are distinct functions,
there are difficulties in creating the pipeline for more advanced talent. Over time, entry-level
positions will likely emerge, but in the meantime, companies will have to explore different
avenues for filling their skill gaps.
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Thanks to these pipeline challenges, hiring is lower on the priority list for companies in
the upcoming year. Instead, there will be a strong focus on training and certifying the
employees that are already on board. Only 37% of companies expect to bring on new
headcount in 2021, compared to 75% that plan on pursuing training options and 54% that
plan on certifying their workforce. When it comes to career growth, there are three distinct
areas IT pros expect to develop. First is technical skill within their existing specialization.
With so many different topics within each pillar, there is plenty of room for growth.
Second is technical skill in a new area. The four pillars interact in unique ways, and these
overlaps define how business solutions are built and maintained. The final focus area for
career growth is project management, going beyond the technical interactions to handle
scheduling, deliverables, and tradeoffs.

Building Tech Skill Is Top Option for Growth

Building Tech Skill Is Top Option for Growth
71%

Building current technical skill

67%

Building technical skill in a new area

37%

Building skill in teamwork/communication

34%

Building skill in project management

Advancing into management

Building skill in business operations

23%
22%

Following an incredibly difficult year, IT pros head into 2021 with uncertainty but also
with optimism. The uncertainty comes from an unsteady environment and the questions
that most employees have around the future. The optimism comes from knowing that the
future will be digital. There has never been more demand for technical skills, but it is also
critical to remember that businesses need guidance in a digital world. Staying up to date
on technology will help IT pros build advanced solutions, while improving business acumen
and communication skills will help them influence the strategy that uses those solutions.
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The Business of
Technology Positioned
For Even Greater
Influence

M

uch like IT professionals, companies in the business of technology (aka the
channel) are also facing a host of opportunities, challenges and change in the year
ahead. Clearly, 2020 has been a year like no other for many of the small businesses
that comprise the majority of the channel. Some firms have taken a serious
economic hit due to the COVID-19 pandemic, including some that have gone out of business.
Other channel firms have found opportunity in various silver linings that have come from
activities such as supporting the technology needs required in the massive move to remote
working, for example. What bodes for 2021 is still not entirely apparent, but many channel
firms remain cautiously optimistic, some even bullish.
At a general level, many things haven’t changed for the channel. Technology and the
business of selling it continues to grow more complex. What was once a fairly stable set of
infrastructure products in a channel provider’s portfolio has, in the cloud age, morphed into
myriad choices around software-as-a-service applications, data tools and a stack of emerging
technologies. This, of course, is a far cry from straight-up hardware device sales. Additionally,
business and tech consulting and pure influencing roles have been rapidly establishing
themselves as legitimate – often lucrative – channel business models.
Looking ahead to 2021, firms that manage to thrive will be making investments in skills
training, expanding their market reach to new customers and verticals, partnering with
potential competitors, and embracing emerging tech. For many, that means getting out of
their comfort zone.
To ensure positive growth in 2021, channel firms are first looking to rely on what they already
have. The No. 1 factor respondents say will move the needle optimistically next year is a pickup in business from existing clients. This makes sense in the current economic climate where
finding new customers may be challenging, considering that many of the SMB customers
the channel targets have been existing in cost-cutting or frozen-budget mode during the
pandemic. That said, mining existing customers for additional revenue rings especially true
with managed services providers for whom upselling additional types or tiers of services is
often the key to growing revenue and profit margin.
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Factors Driving Positive Growth in 2021

Factors Driving Positive Growth in 2021
Pickup in existing customer
business

59%

Reaching new customer
segments

47%

Improving internal
operations/efficiency

45%

Selling new business
lines/products

44%

Improving sales/marketing
efforts

43%

Return to normal commerce
patterns

37%

Successful vaccine
development for COVID-19
Positive government action
(i.e. deregulation)

35%
30%

Other areas where firms place value include reaching new customer segments. Opportunities
there range from enticing new clients with any of the emerging technology solutions on the
market to offering up a specialization in a particular industry vertical. Four in 10 respondents
said they’d choose to specialize in a vertical if they could do so today. From a practical
perspective, companies also see potential benefit in the year ahead from streamlining their
operations internally. Process efficiency and cost containment, while not the most exciting,
are necessary for optimal profitability. They also represent best practices to enforce before
investing in new market expansion and new customer acquisition. Running a tight ship took on
new meaning in this past year and is likely to continue well into 2021.
What could derail 2021? There’s one primary answer: continued effects of COVID-19. Last year,
the channel’s top worries were labor costs and the ability to hire employees with skills that
map to today’s complex technology demands, including emerging tech acumen. This year, it’s
all about outside forces, whether it is the virus and its impact on business viability, especially
in the case of additional lockdowns, or other unexpected factors such as natural disasters or
an unforeseen, non-COVID-related financial crisis. Channel firms also worry about customers
pumping the brakes on purchasing, which typically correlates to overall market conditions.
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Factors Driving Negative
Growth in 2021

How COVID-19 Pandemic
Impacted Business

Factors Driving Negative Growth in 2021
How COVID-19 Pandemic Impacte

Continued COVID-19
effects
Unexpected shock
(i.e. financial crisis,
natural disaster)

67%

Customers
postponing
purchases
Shrinking
margins/profitability
Trade turmoil/tariffs

52%

77%

65%

25%

22%

13%

10%
Significant Moderate
negative negative
effect
effect

No effect

15%
10%
Moderate Significant
positive
positive
effect
effect

The effect COVID-19 has had on business in the channel is undeniable, with roughly half of
companies reporting some downside impact in the past year. Smaller firms are more likely
than larger to have been affected, given that their customer base also tends to be in the
SMB space, a demographic most negatively hurt by business lockdowns and restrictions
on capacity (think restaurants and other hospitality-oriented outfits). But a recent study
by McKinsey also shows that the pandemic has accelerated digitalization efforts by many
companies, especially as they relate to interactions with customers. This phenomenon,
along with the aforementioned need to support the shift to remote work, provides some
clear avenues of opportunity for channel firms looking to assist customers in these efforts.
From a revenue perspective, fingers are crossed. The half glass full crowd (37%) expect that
they will grow revenue in 2021 in excess of both 2020 and 2019 results. Another quarter
expects to remain stable with 2020, though that could be a revenue level that was less
than 2019 for those firms. Nearly another quarter of respondents acknowledge that 2020
led to lost revenue, but they predict a return to 2019 levels this coming year. The optimism
is likely predicated on a number of factors. Many channel firms are pivoting to servicesbased businesses, emerging tech opportunities, and verticals, while at the same time taking
advantage of some of the new needs of the pandemic work environment. Other firms are
doubling down on what is now even more critical than ever: security expertise.
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2021 vs. 2020
ExExpectations
pectations for
forPerformance
Performanince
in 2021 vs. 2020
Expect to grow revenue in 2021
over 2020/2019 results

37%

Expect to remain stable with 2020

25%

Expect to recoup 2020 losses and
return to 2019 levels

23%

Cannot predict at this point

15%

Last year, many channel firms worried that the negative news about the broader technology
industry would result in “techlash” that could have a downstream effect on their businesses
in terms of regulation and the stifling of innovation. Seven in 10 channel firms said backlash
against the tech industry was becoming more of an issue. At the time, privacy violations, data
breaches, social media-enabled election interference and other controversies had thrust the
industry, and many of its leading corporations, into the media spotlight and the government’s
watchdog lens. And that’s still true today – to a degree. Titans of tech, particularly social media
CEOs, continue to be taken to task in Washington, D.C. by government officials for any variety
of real or perceived offenses. But the media attention on this is far dimmer than in 2019,
overshadowed by the pandemic and its impact. The resulting “recency bias” may account for
respondents seeming to be much less concerned about techlash this past year than in 2019.
They are simply not hearing about it as much.

Concern Growing Around Tech Backlash

Concern Growing Around Tech Backlash
Becoming more of an issue

2020
2019

71%

29%

Becoming less of an issue

Not sure

29%

18%

42%
11%
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That said, companies in the business of technology, while perhaps not fretting nearly as much
this year, still raise some concerns about how the actions of the larger technology companies
could spill out over the entire industry. Six in 10 cite more government regulation as a potential
issue, while 43% fear greater scrutiny from customers, presumably just because their business
is in the tech sector. (See Appendix for more)
One of the key questions to think about heading into 2021 is how to budget. More than last
year? Less? The same? Given the volatility of 2020, annual budgeting is a top of mind issue for
many channel firms as they attempt to forecast sales, ponder new markets, or fight to keep
their business afloat.

2022021
1 BuBudget
dget PProjections
rojectionsCompared
Comparto
ed2020
to 2020
41%

25%

14%

13%
3%

4%
Much lower Somewhat
lower

About the
same

Somewhat Much higher Not sure yet
higher

The approach taken to budgeting for 2021 would fall into the cautious optimism category.
Four in 10 anticipate keeping funding at 2020 levels, with a quarter predicting somewhat
higher allocation and 13% somewhat lower. On the far extremes – much higher or much
lower – the percentages are only in single digits. It seems many firms are playing it safe.
Budgets, after all, can be adjusted as the year goes on, depending on circumstances positive
or negative. Another sign of the uncertain times, 14% of companies report not being sure yet
about their budget projections for 2021, indicative of the difficulty of forecasting accurately
right now.
Respondents have some clear opinions on what department areas are getting sufficient
allocation in the overall budget versus those areas that could use more or less. Sales,
marketing, and oddly tech support rate highest as areas being slightly underfunded.
Marketing is an obvious one; for many channel firms it has always lagged in both resources
and general attention. Few channel firms – though this is changing – employ a full-time
marketing staffer, and the discipline itself has often been overlooked.
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Functional
BuBudget
dget AAllocations
llocationstoto
FunctioAreas
nal Areas
M uc h Slight ly A bout Slight ly M uc h
D on’t
t oo low t oo low r ight t oo high t oo high know

Sales

10%

25%

44%

5%

1%

15%

Marketing

12%

31%

37%

5%

1%

15%

Operations

5%

18%

55%

10%

2%

11%

Finance

4%

6%

71%

6%

0%

13%

Tech support

5%

26%

51%

7%

0%

11%

Interestingly, 31% of channel firms feel that the budget for tech support within their
organization is too low. This is somewhat puzzling given that these are technology firms whose
presumed mission is to provide support, technical advice and consulting to customers. One
would assume this would be a highly funded area. It’s possible that these responses reflect the
impact of job cuts due to the pandemic, or, more positively, are indicative of a rise in customer
demand that has pinched tech support teams’ capacity, leading to a call for more headcount
or other resource help.
Along with budgeting comes the human factor: staffing, skills gaps, etc. Despite current
pandemic conditions, many channel firms are nonetheless on the hunt for new employees,
particularly those with skills in certain areas such as emerging tech (IoT, AI, etc.) as well as
business acumen for sales and marketing positions. Nearly 4 in 10 firms report having current
openings they are actively looking to fill in technology roles, while 15% are angling to shore up
their business-related employee base. Twenty-eight percent are fully staffed at present, while
13% said they in a hiring freeze directly related to COVID-19’s impact.
The business model, technology focus, and type of customers served will greatly influence the
staffing needs of the typical channel firm. For example, a managed services provider may well
need more tech staffing now that a majority of its customers are working from home instead
of a central office location. Other companies are grappling to fill staffing holes because some
of their employees needed to leave the workforce to tend to school-age children at home
during the pandemic. Other channel firms are using their solid financial base and positive cash
flow to dive into new markets and grow during this uncertain time.
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Hiring
Among
HiringNeeds
Need
s AmoChannel
ng ChaFirms
nnel Firms
Current staffing levels
1

Have openings/looking for
tech staff

2

Fully staffed/no openings

3

Have openings/looking for
business staff

4

Frozen hiring due to
COVID-19 impact

Reasons for tech job openings
Expansion/adding new
headcount
Need for skills in new areas
such as emerging tech
Replacement for workers
who voluntarily/
involuntarily left

For many firms, hiring from outside is not their path. Three in 10 channel firms are retraining
existing staff for open positions or to address new areas of focus, for example. For those hiring
externally, some are conducting recruitment efforts that seek out a more diverse applicant
pool. Others have eliminated the four-year college degree requirement altogether, focusing
instead on skills aptitude and culture fit.

Changes
ineHiring
Recruitment
Chang
s in Hand
iring
and RecrTactics
uitment Tactics
Retrained existing staff for open
positions

27%

Targeted search in diverse candidate
locations

17%

Eliminated four-year college degree
requirement

15%

Worked to eliminate unconscious bias
in job posting language

14%

Filled positions with contract/1099
workers
Hired full-time HR manager

13%
6%
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Appendix
Business
CCOVID
OVIDand
and
BusineRecovery
ss Recovery
33%
28%

27%

11%

Our business
experienced no impact
or grew throughout
2020

Our business was
Our business was
Our business was
impacted slightly by impacted moderately by impacted severely by
COVID-19, but we have
COVID-19, and we
COVID-19, and we
already recovered
expect to recover in expect to recover in late
early 2021
2021

Responses
Responsto
esCOVID-19
to COVPandemic
ID-19 Pandemic
84%

Significant effort enabling remote workforce

39%

Greater focus on cybersecurity

35%

Greater focus on business continuity

Accelerated adoption of cloud computing

33%

Defer major IT projects

33%

Greater focus on automation

22%
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Expected
ExpecShifts
ted Sin
hiWorkforce
fts in WoLocation
rkforce Location
Nearly all
employees
located at
corporate
offices

Most
employees in
offices, small
segment
remote

Even split
between
employees in
offices and
remote

Most
employees
remote, small
segment in
offices

Nearly all
employees
working
remotely

54%

Pre-COVID

28%
7%

29%
19%

8%

4%

25%

17%

10%

Future
Expectation

Actions
tos Support
Workforce
2021
Action
to Supp
ort Worin
kfo
rce in 2021
58%

Educate on best practices for remote work

48%

Invest in communications/collaboration

39%

Migrate more applications to cloud

38%

Invest in remote connectivity
Educate managers with remote employees

34%

Improve laptop distribution

34%

Improve smartphone distribution

14%
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ITIT
Pros
Wear
Pro
s WMany
ear MHats
any Hats
Roles IT pros play within company
Participating in crossdepartmental discussions

53%
50%

Building required systems

Leading discussions on
emerging technology

Aiming for
cutting edge
of technology

36%
Focusing on
maintenance
with selective
new elements

34%

Working to accelerate
approach

Final approval for tech
decisions

23%

44%

Explaining tradeoffs

Highlighting ethical issues

Corporate approach to technology

26%

41%

21%

Balancing current
operations with
emerging adoption

13%

Desired
Hiring
De
sired LLevel
evelofoExpertise
f Expertiwhen
se wh
en HIT
iriPros
ng IT Pros
17%
18%
16%

Entry level (0-2 years of experience)

Infrastructure
Software
Cybersecurity

26%
26%
21%
23%

Early career (3-5 years of experience)

Data

36%
34%
41%
42%

Mid-level (6-10 years of experience)

Senior level (10+ years of experience)

29%

6%
8%
5%

15%
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Skills ITSManagers
kills IT MLook
anagfor
ersWhen
LooHiring
k for When Hiring
73%

Problem solving

50%

Communication

46%

Teamwork

39%

Customer service

35%

Breadth of skill

23%

Basic cybersecurity knowledge

17%

Business acumen

15%

Depth of skill in particular field
User experience

8%

Actions
Backlash
ActionThat
s ThCould
at CoResult
uld Rfrom
esultTech
from
Tech Backlash
More government regulation

59%

Greater scrutiny from customers

43%

Large tech firms broken up

41%

Negative downstream impact on smaller
tech/channel firms

41%

Inhibitor to innovation

38%

Negative impact to employee
morale/productivity
May deter young people to work in tech

36%
20%
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Ways
Channel
Wa
ys ChaFirms
nnel Plan
Firmtos Expand
Plan toPortfolio
Expand Portfolio
Mostly
extensions of
existing
offerings

40%
6%

Wait & see
based on state
of economy

Mostly new
offerings

11%
43%
Mix of new
offerings and
extensions

Slowing
SlowiReallocation
ng Reallocof
atTech
ion oBudgets
f Tech Budgets
2019

2020
Modest
shifts have
occurred

Significant
shifts have
occurred

36%

Significant
shifts have
occurred

33%

Modest
shifts have
occurred

12%

55%
10%
Minimal
shifts have
occurred

55%
Minimal
shifts have
occurred
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Factors
Hiring
Fa
ctors Driving
DrivingDifficult
Difficu
lt HirEnvironment
ing Environment
Competing with other tech firms for
talent

55%
54%

Finding workers with the right soft skills

52%

Finding desired skills in emerging areas
Competing with other industry sectors
for tech talent

39%
37%

Rising salary expectations
Limited pool of available workers in my
region
Rising benefits/perks expectations
Workers have changed careers because
of COVID-19 layoffs

35%
22%
21%
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